Zhijiang Hotel

Meeting Address:
Zhijiang Hotel (之江饭店)
No.188-200, Moganshan Road, Hangzhou, China
（莫干山路 188-200 号）
Tel: (86-571) 88066888

How to get meeting location:
From Xiaoshan Airport:
By taxi: It’s about 40-50 min if the traffic is not heavy, costing 120140 RMB.
By shuttle bus: get on bus at 杭州萧山国际机场站， and transfer
at a downtown bus station 武林门民航售票处站，then take a taxi.

From Hangzhou Dong railway station:
By taxi:

It’s about 25 min if the traffic is not heavy, costing 30 RMB.

By subway:

Take subway line 1, transfer to line2 at 凤起路，get off at 沈塘桥, then walk for 1.1km.

From Hangzhou railway station:
By taxi:

It’s about 20 min if the traffic is not heavy, costing 25 RMB.
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About Hangzhou：
Hangzhou, capital of Zhejiang Province and Song Dynasty capital
with a history of 2500, is known for its stunning natural beauty and
rich cultural heritage. It was described by Marco Polo as "the finest
and most splendid city in the world". Hangzhou is the political,
economic, cultural, educational, transportation, and financial center
of Zhejiang Province, which is a perfect combination of history and
modernity, nature and culture. The 2022 Asian Games will be held
here.

City Highlights:
1.West Lake — a symbol of Hangzhou


West lake is famous for its stunning scenery and various historical sites. It was selected as one of
the "12 superb sunset spots around the world" by CNN. The spring flowers, the summer lotuses, the
autumn moon, and the winter snow all make it very charming.

2. Water Towns Near Hangzhou


Wuzhen and Nanxun are the two most popular water towns near
Hangzhou. Wuzhen is one of the top six water towns in China. Taking a
gondola along the ancient canal should not be missed and the nighttime
scenery in Wuzhen is impressive. Nanxun is not as famous as Wuzhen. It
is thanks to this that Nanxun is the most original and picturesque town,
filled with a tranquil ambiance.

3. Dragon Well Tea


Hangzhou’s unique Dragon Well tea (Longjing Tea) plays an important
role among the varieties of Chinese green tea. It is produced mostly by
hand, and is honored as China's Famous Tea due to its high quality. Tea
plantation near Hangzhou, like Meijiawu, is hot destination for tourists.
You can also experience a leisurely chatting time with super Longjing tea
at traditional Chinese Chenghuang Pavilion.

4. Hangzhou Silk


Hangzhou is regarded as the cradle of the Chinese silk culture and
production. With a history of over 2,500 years, Hangzhou silk is renowned
for its gentle texture, gorgeous colors, and wide varieties.

And The Grand Canal, Lingyin temple, Alibaba & Jack Ma… a lot to explore!

